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A MESSAGE FROM
OUR LEADERS

In CDRCP’s successful and longstanding history, this
year has been truly unprecedented. Due to the COVID-19
pandemic, our resilience as an organization and as a
community has been tested. We have all had to adjust to
new norms and demonstrate agility in all facets of our lives.
Some of these changes included balancing remote work
and home schooling, distancing ourselves from family and
friends, and missing milestones with each other. Despite all
of these challenges, we continue to find unique ways to stay
connected. At CDRCP, we found new ways of working and
supporting families and educators across Peel Region. As
we reflect on some of our challenges and barriers, a number
of new opportunities emerged, including virtual delivery of
services, expansion of eLearning, and the enhancement of
InfoPeel.ca.
In our strategic plan, we committed to creating and
mobilizing a digital engagement strategy, which the
pandemic expedited. We were further compelled as an
organization to be swift in our approach and continuously
transform our services to meet community needs, without
comprising the high quality CDRCP is committed to. Our
collective efforts resulted in families and educators having
access to responsive virtual services at a time they needed
them the most.

Kathy Wallace
President, CDRCP

Sara Ammar
Executive Director, CDRCP

While reflecting on our past and looking to the future, we
see exciting initiatives ahead. This past year has signified
the importance of strong virtual connections and we will
redesigning our website to further enhance our digital
community reach. As we begin to put the pandemic behind
us, we see a bright future of hope and ongoing virtual
supports available for our community.
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WELCOME TO OUR
ANNUAL REPORT
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EARLY YEARS
In March 2020, EarlyON Centres were forced to close their doors due to
the spread of COVID-19. Over the last year, EarlyON programming moved
predominantly to virtual offerings along with several outdoor programs.
Through client feedback, we adapted our program offerings along with the
schedule to meet the diverse needs of our community. The most popular
programs were Hindi and Punjabi Songs and Story, Lunchtime Story Time,
Bedtime Story and Songs, and Move and Groove.
From April 2020 to March 2021, CDRCP’s EarlyON virtual programs
increased by 423%. A total of 16,060 participants engaged in virtual
EarlyON activities, which included virtual EarlyON programs and social
media video content.
CDRCP partnered with EveryMind’s Resource Consultant to host parent
sessions and some of those topics included Toddler Behaviour, Children’s
Routines During Summer, Toilet Training, Screen Time and Early Years
Child Development, and COVID-19. These sessions supported parents
and provided the opportunity to ask questions, share their concerns, and
connect with other families.
At CDRCP’s EarlyON, Black History Month was celebrated with an African
Drumming event for families. The event offered an opportunity to learn
about African culture and engage with other families. Musical exploration
allowed families to learn about rhythms and beats through instruments.
45 participants engaged in a virtual special event by Party Safari to offer
children the opportunity to enhance their descriptive language skills and
learn about small animals, reptiles, and their characteristics and habitats.
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QUALITY INITIATIVES
PROFESSIONAL LEARNING
Early Years and Child Care professionals participated in
881 learning opportunities including workshops, virtual
conferences, eLearning opportunities, networking, and
learning sessions. Although professional learning looked
different this year due to physical delivery limitations, a
strong focus was set on ensuring access to affordable,
timely and relevant opportunities.
For the first time since its inception twelve years ago, the
annual Lifelong Learning Conference went virtual! The
conference took place on November 27th, 2020, with over
125 registrants excited to leave with practical skills, and
tools to implement into their everyday leadership roles.
The day consisted of two keynote speakers and a wellness
break yoga session facilitated by Lisa Clarke, from laLa
Wellness.

On December 17th, 2020 CDRCP hosted its first ever virtual EarlyON
Professional Learning Day for over 125 individuals. Best selling author
and lauded by the National Post as one of Canada’s leading motivations
speakers, Nina Spencer, focused on inspiring the audience to recognize
their passion, pride, and purpose, especially during challenging times.
Her ability to provide practical strategies to successfully shift attitudes
and behaviours that lead to overall success and well-being. The audience
shared that they felt uplifted, inspired and equipped to continue to make an
impact on the lives of children and families in Peel.

The morning keynote speaker, Dr. Lisa Bélanger, is the
CEO of ConsciousWorks, a consulting firm that shows
how insights from behavioural science can strategically
improve habits of both leaders and their employees. In her
address, Dr. Bélanger was able to address the importance
of needing time to develop new habits, moving forward with
new habits during the pandemic or times of change and
challenge, and how to best create an environment as a
leader for people to take care of their mental wellness.
The afternoon keynote speaker, Sajel Bellon, a Behavioural
Science Professor, Psychotherapist, and the Founder of
Mind Armour & SOS Psychotherapy, unpacked concepts
of gaining a better understanding of your emotions, how
to leverage stress to innovate through crisis, and finally
self-care strategies that enable you to thrive, and not just
survive in times of adversity.
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QUALITY INITIATIVES
RAISING THE BAR IN PEEL

CDRCP created an interim model of quality
enhancement to support Child Care programs in their
re-opening process after their mandated closures due
to COVID-19. The 2020-2021 Raising the Bar in Peel
profile was condensed and modified in duration and
expectations to support programs along their continuum
of learning, amidst the complex and sensitive needs
arising due to COVID-19. This interim profile cycle will
be in place from November 2020 to August 2021.
The initiative continues to maintain a strong focus on
program specific goal setting to enhance program
quality and professional practices. 130 virtual
communities of practice for licensed child care and
licensed home child care programs, as well as
before and after school-age programs, afforded 549
professionals the opportunity to engage in co-learning,
co-reflection, and solution-focused leadership with their
peers. With ongoing virtual support from the Quality
Initiatives (QI) Mentors, programs continue to engage
in deep critical reflection, goal setting with strong
actions plans to mobilize on goals and work towards
sustainable enhancements to their programs despite the
complexities they currently face.
A third-party consultant was procured by the Region
of Peel to conduct an evaluation on Raising the Bar in
Peel. Through focus groups, key informant interviews
and surveys, the consultant, CDRCP and the Region
of Peel look to uncover vital components of the quality
enhancement initiative as well as opportunities for
growth. The evaluation will be completed in the Spring
of 2021 and the results will inform the development of a
new initiative.
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INFOPEEL
As the world shifted to a virtual reality, InfoPeel.ca served
as a central hub for families and community members to
access resources, supports, services, and information.
As the global pandemic caused mass change worldwide,
Child Care services were greatly impacted. InfoPeel
stood at the forefront for families in the community by
providing a dedicated webpage to support parents who
were returning to work along with essential workers in
partnership with the Region of Peel. Families were easily
able to find open Child Care services across Peel. They
were additionally able to access a Child Care ReOpening Guide for families which included detailed
questions to ask about the Health and Safety precautions
being taken within licensed child care settings. This guide
was available on the Licensed Child Care webpage,
which welcomed 14,898 clients seeking information.

CDRCP received funding from Peel Crisis Capacity
Network (PCCN) to create and deliver information and
videos to newcomer families accessing developmental
services in Peel. These videos will be available in Peel’s top
5 languages and support families by introducing them to
Developmental Services in Peel along with how to access
InfoPeel services.
InfoPeel.ca remains responsive to community needs by
evolving service delivery. This includes the transformation of
the EarlyON program calendar from a static layout to a
dynamic multi-functional service catalogue. The calendar
now offers three unique sections to identify Virtual,
In-Centre, and Outdoor Programs.
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Amidst changes, new partnerships were developed with Peel
District School Board and Dufferin-Peel Catholic District School
Board to introduce families to services available throughout Peel
and to connect them with InfoPeel.ca. CDRCP will continue to
offer sessions on Autism Spectrum Disorder, Medically Fragile
and / or Technologically Dependent, Developmental Disabilities,
and Dual Diagnosis to school board staff for capacity building.

KIDS PATHWAYS PEEL

RESPITE SERVICES
New family support groups were created
to help alleviate the pressures caused by
increased isolation due to the pandemic.
Virtual Respite Meet and Greets were held
in December 2020 and February 2021 as
a platform for respite providers to connect,
learn, and discuss respite resources in their
community.
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YEAR IN REVIEW

2020 - 2021
881

18,963

423%

16,060

Professional Learning
opportunities offered

Professional
Learning Attendees /
Participants

Increase in virtual
EarlyON programs
between April 2020 March 2021

Participants engaged in
virtual EarlyON activities
between April 2020 March 2021

590,950

439,689

16%

21%

Kids

Pathways

Peel
Contacts connected to
relevant Early Years and
Child Care services in a
timely manner

Contacts informed
of Quality Child Care
Indicators

Increase in Kids
Pathways Peel families
supported through
Service Coordination
from previous year

Increase in Special Needs
InfoPeel inquiries from
previous year
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TESTIMONIALS

“RTBP has been a great support in our community, and we are very grateful we have had a reliable support program
by our side for the past 4 years. By having a program like RTBP, educators at our childcare centre are able to
enhance their skills, develop new strategies, and learn best practices from topic experts and other specialists. Due
to the COVID-19 pandemic, CDRCP developed a system to support our childcare centre with ongoing professional
development for educators and leadership roles. This has added a great value to our program as we have the support
to conduct virtual training and webinars. On a personal note, we would like to thank our Mentor for continuous support,
positive feedback and dedication as our Quality Initiative Mentor. We look forward to continuing working with RTBP.”
Nevien Johnson and Reneza Bacchus
Director / Assistant Director

Porcia Badu
EarlyON Participant

Dona Carlucci, Supervisor
ECE Centres

“My son Emiko (16 months) and I have been attending the programs on a regular basis for more than 4 months after I
stumbled upon them during a web search. The facilitators are very friendly and even though it is virtual, it doesn’t feel
that way at time. I love attending the parent chats as the topics are informative and interesting. I have seen where my
son is learning his body parts and having fun doing it. He also enjoys French, even though I have no knowledge, learnt
couple yoga moves and now very interesting in painting ( he thinks he’s one of the big kids).

“The EarlyON virtual programs has been a great influence
on my 18 month old daughter. We attend all the French
programs and loved the sign language and I spy classes
provided in English virtually. My little one has picked up
more vocabulary and is better at imitating the actions
that go with the songs since joining the programs. I’ve
also personally learned more songs from attending these
programs which we practice regularly.

I personally like that instead of having my child watch TV or videos, I can log on to CDRCP and even if he’s not 100%
attentive, he is listening / watching something that is interactive.
I would recommend parents to try as much programs and don’t shy away from the different language programs as you
might be surprised how much your child enjoys it like mine did.

Thank you to the EarlyON team for finding a way to have us
join your classes even during the pandemic and a special
thank you to Karen and Noor for the French classes.”
Yours truly,
Dushahi

Leadership Forum
with Sarah McVanel
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I am excited to
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My son and I are happy for the program as it allows us to meet some really nice persons, both adult and kids even
though its virtually I feel as if we have met them personally.
To all the facilitators, resource consultants ,and the workers behind the scene I thank you for creating a program that is
tailored to my little one needs from baby playtime to pre school time, we love it.”
Shawnekka Samuels Brown
EarlyON Participant

HR CLINICS

Virtual Lifelong
LEARNING Conference

“It was on the dot.
Precise and to the
point.”

“It was powerful,
informative and a
positive learning
experience!”

VIRTUAL EARLYON ST
AFF
DAY WITH NINA SPEN
CER

“Always nice to netwo
rk, but just not
possible this year! Tha
nks for the
afternoon, reminding
us we are part of
something bigger, ma
king a difference”

“This was a wonderfu
l event! Thank you
for the inspiring messa
ges, engaging
speaker and the words
of appreciation for
the work we do with
families. This was
much needed and defi
nitely something I
will apply to my work
and everyday life!”
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS
President
Kathy Wallace
General Manager, Child and Family Development - YMCA

Vice President

THANK YOU TO OUR
DONORS AND FUNDERS

Lisa Phyllis
Professor, Early Childhood Education - Sheridan Institute of
Technology & Advanced Learning

Co-Vice President
David Karpiak
Manager, IT Solutions - PLASP Child Care Centre

Past President
Shela Minhas
President - Bright Scholars Academy Inc.

■ Regional Municipality of Peel
■ Ministry of Children,
Community & Social Services

■ Government of Canada,
Canada Summer Jobs
■ Leader, Companion,
Friend, and Supporter
Donors

Treasurer
Sri Alageswaran
Manager, Revenue - Peel District School Board

Director
Sami Bin Saad
Mortgage Agent - Mortgage Architects

Director
Judy Buchan
Chief, COVID Operations; Director, Communicable and Chief
Nursing Officer - Region of Peel - Public Health

Director
Monica Depta
Director, Customer Experience - PMO - Sparkrock

Officer / Secretary
Sara Ammar
Executive Director - CDRCP
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